YELP REVIEWS




Modern D.
Beverly Hills, CA
*****
9/19/2016
Gibraltar Furniture is EXACTLY the furniture place I've been looking for in LA. Their
style is modern without being too over the top and their prices are great. Service,
delivery, and support was perfect.
I previously purchased a bedroom set and love it so much that we came back to add
another piece! We received such friendly service today, and it just solidifies why I
continue to return here. I've received so many compliments on my bed set and people
are surprised when I tell them how much I spent for the quality. I will be coming back for
more!
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Jack C.
Beverly Hills, CA
*****
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0 friends
3 reviews
9/3/2016
Gibraltar Furniture has Great prices and amazing support. I would recommend using
Gibraltar if you are looking for killer prices and perfect designer furniture The staff here
is very friendly and helpful; They are neither pretentious nor snobby like their
counterparts on Beverly and most high end furniture stores. I bought an Eames Lounge

Chair from Gibraltar in Beverly Hills. The salesperson who worked with me, Bradley,
was a design expert and really helped me make the best choice. He provided
outstanding customer service and I would absolutely work with him again. I will be
coming back for more.
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Usaconsumer R.
Los Angeles, CA
*****
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0 friends
2 reviews
8/27/2016
Gibraltar is Furniture nirvana for wholesale shoppers looking for great price and sublime
service. We were blown away by the service, quality, and discount prices, Gibraltar
Furniture has excellent selection, fair pricing, perfect. There's a prodigious selection of
sofas, chairs, tables etc. The designs are pretty matchless. Spent quite a few minutes
browsing and enjoying what the store had to offer. We were blown away by all of the
various colors and shapes. We found out that we saved about 75% off of list vs. similar
branded products from DWR.



Almost F.



Beverly Hills, CA
*****





0 friends
3 reviews
8/20/2016
Gibraltar Furniture is a world class modern furniture store with amazing prices,
incredible customer support, and top notch office, home, and studio products. I a 100%
very happy camper. While deciding on our purchases, my husband and I visited multiple
websites. Gibraltar was the one store that actually followed up on each of our requests.
The staff was amazing, super helpful and very friendly.
This is a great place to find high end furniture, at reasonable prices, such as Le

Corbusier, Gerrit Rietveld and Eames. All of the pieces are exquisite and produced with
excellent materials and workmanship
We ended up buying about 20k worth of goodies for our home and office at a fraction of
the prices we would pay for Herman Miller, Cassina, or Knoll branded products. And we
laughed all the way to the bank!
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Modern D.
Beverly Hills, CA
*****
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0 friends
4 reviews
8/16/2016
This is a 5 star rock star site with great prices and perfect service. Best selection and
service of any modern furniture store on the planet. Everything that I purchased arrived
in perfect condition in less than a week.. Could not ask for more!
Add owner reply Report review
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Furniture A.

o

Beverly Hills, CA
*****
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0 friends
4 reviews
8/11/2016
This place rocks! Gibraltar Furniture is my secret weapon source for great discount
furniture, trend setting design, and modern art icons.. After spending months
comparison shopping via the Internet I was extremely pleased to find this website.
Gibraltar has an extensive range of products and they sell their items at, far and away,
the best prices I've yet found. I can't tell you the number of friends who's names I've
passed this information onto. I can't say enough good things about store manager

Bradley Friedman. He answered all of my questions, provided me with in depth info, and
e-mailed me cut sheets and pictures of everything.
Add owner reply Report review
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Design P.
Beverly Hills, CA
*****
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o
o

0 friends
6 reviews
8/11/2016
Wonderful store with great prices and fantastic selection. Gibraltar Furniture is a gem
that specializes in high end architectural, home, office, outdoor, and design items at
factory direct rates. I recently purchased in the Los Angeles area. Below is a short
summary of my experience.
I wanted my Beverly Hills home to reflect my personal style but to also include new art
elements that suited the particular space and California lifestyle. I received most items
within about 7 days of my initial order and also special ordered some pieces that took a
couple months for delivery. My new home is the perfect balance between my personal
style and the wonderful outside influence I was looking for in my new city.
I will definitely be back to Gibraltar Furniture for additional purchases. I am a happy
camper
Add owner reply Report review
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Ilove D.
Los Angeles, CA
*****
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0 friends
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5 reviews
7/16/2016
Wow! Finally found a super internet furniture store with great prices, support, and
selection. I can't say enough good things about Gibraltar. I ordered furniture from this

Beverly Hills store for my new Hollywood Hills home.
All of the product I purchased was world class. The delivery was flawless too. I worked
with Bradley Friedman was very helpful on the phone. He answered all of my questions
and provided me with tear sheets, images, and amazing prices.
I will be coming back to Gibraltar soon for more. This is good as it get!
Add owner reply Report review
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Jack C.
Las Vegas, NV
*****
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0 friends
5 reviews
7/12/2016
Gibraltar furniture is paradise for discount modern furniture. Not only are the prices
fantastic, but their service cannot be beat. This is my go to place for great design,
architectural furniture, and design classics. I discovered that the prices are about 50%75% less then retail at similar stores.
Add owner reply Report review
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Love D.
Los Angeles, CA
*****
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0 friends
8 reviews
7/3/2016
Gibraltar Furniture is a great find! It is my top source for discount wholesale furniture,
architectural classics, and modern design. I found their service to be top notch. I
researched other providers including Knoll. Herman Miller, and Cassina before I ended
up selecting Gibraltar based on their lower price points. I want to give a big shout out to
Bradley Friedman who is the store manager. He explained the difference between
knock offs and reproductions clearly to me. All of our stuff arrived in perfect condition.

Plus we saved a bundle of money vs. the other stores we considered. Gibraltar's
support staff was fantastic too. Could not ask for more! Highly recommend this store not
only for the quality of the items but also for the amazing customer service you will
receive from them and especially Bradley who assisted us on everything and made our
transaction a breeze!
Service was flawless.
Fantastic quality
Extraordinary furniture pieces
Lowest prices. Best quality.
This is the place to go mid-century and modern furniture that you always wanted, but
could never afford!




Miles W.
Los Angeles, CA



*****





0 friends
4 reviews
6/16/2016
Gibraltar has great designs and even better prices, I have to say shopping at Gibraltar
Furniture was one of the best experiences we have had since moving into our new
Beverly Hills house and looking for modern furniture. Their prices are amazing and the
service was fantastic. I cannot say enough good things about Bradley Friedman, who is
the store manager.
He provided us with resources, images, and specs re everything we purchased ahead
of time. He took great care of us through the entire process. All of the prices were
selected are timeless classics that will both look good and last for a very long time. They
truly are a worthwhile investment. Plus we were very happy to pay about 75% than the
other stores we were considering!
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Albert E.

Los Angeles, CA
*****
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0 friends
3 reviews
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6/11/2016
Thank you for making me a very satisfied customer! As an architect, I am very picky
with details. The two Barcelona chairs I received today are very high quality
reproductions! And their prices cannot be beat. I paid $995 vs. $8540 via another
supplier that I was considering. Here are my notes:
Barcelona chair are: - overall proportions are correct (essentially 30" cube) - the
cushions are not too thick - the back edge of the cushions are correctly angled for the
frame - cushions have seamless front and top corners.
Piping is in proportion with the overall piece - corners of cushions are squared and not
rounded off
Beautifully sanded welds on the stainless steel frame Combined with the outstanding
customer service, I will be coming back for more.



Add owner reply
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Beverly Hills, CA
*****
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0 friends
2 reviews
8/17/2014
Great experience. This is a superstar store in my book. I am a designer and this place is
Mecca. Great prices on reproductions. Plus they have wonderful deals on originals too.
They have a designer program, with nice rebates that has really helped our firm . This
place is for DWR customers who don't have deep pockets but want the same items, I
will be pack for more soon!







New Y.
New York, NY
*****
0 friends
7 reviews
7/29/2014
THIS IS A WORLD CLASS PROVIDER! Gibraltar Furniture has the best value,
selection, and service. Gibraltar prices were the lowest I have found on the web.
Gibraltar has an excellent support team. Plus they offer 24/7 support. All of the product
that I ordered arrived right on time. Ordering on line, and the delivery was a breeze.
Before I purchased I called the company to find out more details. I found out that
Gibraltar is a 60 year old business. They are specialists in high end furniture with
wholesale prices. Evidently they are a Hollywood inside secret as they provide many of
the set items that you see in movies and on TV.
The owner explained that all items are shipped right from their factory to enable
COSTCO like prices. The furniture that I ordered were all expertly made products. They
provided me with tracking links and updated re shipping time via e-mail. Could not be
happier with the experience, I will back soon for more.



Art C.



New York, NY
*****
0 friends
2 reviews





7/6/2014
This site earns a 5 star rave! Gibraltar has the best service and prices. 100% perfect
furniture, support, and resources. I located many furniture classics that included free
shipping to our installation. If you are a designer you can register with Gibraltar and get
nice rebates. Shipping was flawless. In fact our lounge chair was protected like a
Sherman tank!
I will shop at Gibraltar again in the future. Your Eame's furniture is awesome.

Why shop here:
- Quality Mid Century/Modern/Classic furniture, and lighting
- Excellent & Knowledge-able Customer Support
- Huge selection of modern furniture, so you are sure to find something for your home






David B.
Los Angeles, CA
*****
0 friends
5 reviews
7/3/2014
I found total design bliss at Gibraltar. This store is Nirvana for shoppers that want high
end product that don't have bottomless wallets. Best prices I have found on the internet
by far. I located a nice $50 mark down coupon on their site that came in handy too! I am
coming back here to do my studio soon.
This is a great resource for low cost modern furniture including mid-century, classics,
retro, art deco, and post modern designer interior products at discount prices. I
discovered that Gibraltar sells items that are fully licensed from the official sources and
also features many lower cost alternatives for customers who are looking for more cost
effective approaches like me.
In the end I spent about $25,000 on furniture at Gibraltar to furnish my entire Hollywood
Hills home. The same items, with branded names, would have cost me $100,000.







Sarah M.
New York, NY
*****
0 friends
3 reviews
6/23/2014
This company is a perfect site for buyers who are looking for world class furniture and
great prices. I just wanted to thank Gibraltar Furniture for my Eames-style Chaise and
ottoman set that arrived today. Gibraltar charged me $1195 for the pair. I checked and
the DWR site offers the originals for $6059. The chairs look incredible, and are more

comfortable than the originals. I've ordered from them several times now and have
never been disappointed; I wouldn't shop anywhere else for mid-century and modern
designs. Your service was fantastic! I can't wait for my next purchase with Gibraltar. You
guys are rock stars in my book!



Lars A.



Los Angeles, CA
*****
0 friends
2 reviews





6/21/2014
This Beverly Hills store is nirvana for people who want designer furniture at wholesale
prices. This is my new secret weapon resource for discount high end furniture! I
purchased a Le Corbusier LC4 lounge reproduction for only $799. This compares to
$4050 from companies like Hive, and DWR which sell the Cassina original. Turnaround
time was 1 week and the quality was fantastic. I found their prices to be about 75% less
than retail stores. The Gibraltar team provided me with great service, support, and
sales. I like the fact that they are open 24 hours too!
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Donald J.

o

Beverly Hills, CA
*****
0 friends
2 reviews
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6/17/2014
This is a top notch store! We used Gibraltar to purchase designer furniture for our home
in Beverly Hills. And we could not be happier with their service, quality, and delivery. We
considered using DWR and found out that they charge full list price on all of their classic
items. Everything we bought is first class. Their Italian leather really is superb and
ranks right up there with Herman Miller, Knoll, and Cassina. Their customer support was
fantastic. All of our questions were answered professionally. Plus they provided us with
a tracking link ahead of time to help us coordinate delivery receipt. All of the items we

purchased were shipped factory direct as promised on their website. In short we ended
up saving several thousand dollars.







Jeff L.
Beverly Hills, CA
*****
0 friends
1 review
6/14/2014
Could not be happier with Gibraltar Furniture! After much research online, I decided to
make the purchase and couldn't be happier. Their customer service is nothing short of
amazing. My first contact with the company was using their online chat window. After
asking a few questions they offered to e-mail me some information which they did
immediately. A customer service representative was always available to contact, and
they kept me in communication throughout the purchasing process. After the purchase it
did take a day or two for them to get me the freight company information, but I have
never had any large shipment through a freight company so I expect that to be normal
as they worked out the shipping route. The delivery came WAY earlier than I expected.
It took about a week from order to delivery at my front door. The truck driver was
extremely nice, and even helped my carry my table inside. FYI - You will need two
people to carry this table. It is heavy, and reflects the good quality of this product. After
opening the boxes, and finding that everything was in order (like the glass top) I sighed
with relief and took a moment to check out the quality. It is a very nice piece with
smooth surfaces, a nice finish, and THICK. My one complaint is the menu layout on
their website. It has way to many options, and can be difficult to navigate. For those who
know what they want it is no big deal, but I want to able to easily browse for more find
products from this company. Like any discerning buyer I decided to start small, and after
this I will make more purchases in the near future.



Norm L.



West Hollywood, CA
*****
2 friends
3 reviews





1/23/2014
Wonderful...Totally!!!! I have purchased furniture from Gibraltar over the last 3 years.
The items I have purchased have been of the highest quality and the fairest prices.
Customer service has been near perfect. Bradley has been consistently honest and
accurate processing each of my orders for multiple items. I have never had a problem
of any kind. What more can I say? I like high quality and well designed furniture at a
value price - I have gotten that from Gibraltar. Thank you!
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Andrew A.

o

Ottawa, Canada
*****
0 friends
1 review

o
o
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12/31/2013
My experience with Gibraltar furniture was fantastic!
Their service and attention to my specific furniture needs was unparalleled. The team at
Gibraltar were extremely professional and took the time to research my order and
deliver a price that was unbeatable (even with delivery, tax and customs to Canada). I
would not hesitate to recommend Gibraltar furniture to anyone in North America. They
took care of dealing with FedEx for the shipping and made sure that the size of couch I
needed was spot on.
I will certainly be looking to do business with them again.
Andrew A.
Ottawa, Canada



Albert E.



Beverly Hills, CA



*****
0 friends
1 review




10/7/2010
Gibraltar Furniture is my top secret weapon web site for buying first rate designer
furniture products at wholesale prices.
I spent a lot of time on the web and this is the best resource I've found yet for obtaining
original and authentic reproductions. They don't sell junk and they stand behind each
purchase!
I was thinking about going with DWR. But when I got there I got sticker shock! Plus
they have a much wider selection of products than DWR. In addition to reproductions, I
also found scores of official licensed brands at Gibraltar for prices that knocked my
socks off!
Gibraltar offers buyer protection on all items via Lloyds of London and has a hassle free
return policy. I liked the customer support team. All of our questions were answered
over the telephone which made shopping a breeze.
My Eames chair and table order arrived very quickly and proved to be even better than
our expectations! The Gibraltar website a breeze to use. Plus it contained a plethora of
important links, data, and even offered a catalog download center for each manufacture.
These are features that the big boys don't even support. I am a major fan of this Beverly
Hills 90210 gem!

